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[1] The network comprising 61 high-frequency radar systems along the U.S. West Coast
(USWC) provides a unique, high resolution, and broad scale view of ocean surface
circulation. Subinertial alongshore surface currents show poleward propagating signals with
phase speeds of O(10) and O(100–300) km d �1 that are consistent with historical in situ
observations off the USWC and that can be possibly interpreted as coastally trapped waves
(CTWs). The propagating signals in the slow mode are partly observed in southern
California, which may result from scattering and reflection of higher-mode CTWs due to
curvature of shoreline and bathymetry near Point Conception, California. On the other hand,
considering the order of the phase speed in the slow mode, the poleward propagating signals
may be attributed to alongshore advection or pressure-driven flows. A statistical regression
of coastal winds at National Data Buoy Center buoys on the observed surface currents
partitions locally and remotely wind-forced components, isolates footprints of the
equatorward propagating storm events in winter off the USWC, and shows the poleward
propagating signals year round.

Citation: Kim, S. Y., et al. (2013), Poleward propagating subinertial alongshore surface currents off the U.S. West Coast, J. Geophys.
Res. Oceans, 118, 6791–6806, doi:10.1002/jgrc.20400.

1. Introduction

[2] Surface current measurements using shore-based
high-frequency radars (HFRs) have matured as an observa-
tional tool in coastal oceanography [e.g., Paduan and

Cook, 1997; Shay, 1997]. High-resolution time series of
surface current maps (kilometer in space and hourly in
time) over a coastal region have become resources for
research and education as well as decision making and pol-
icy. The HFR network deployed on the U.S. West Coast
(USWC) has provided a framework to examine coastal sur-
face circulation from submesoscale to mesoscale [e.g., Kim
et al., 2011]. These features include poleward or equator-
ward propagating features near the coast, near-inertial sur-
face currents, surface tide-coherent currents, local and
remote wind-coherent surface circulation, intermittent and
persistent submesoscale and mesoscale eddies, and surface
features of internal waves and tides.

[3] Poleward propagating subinertial signals along the
coast have been described within the dynamical framework
of coastal trapped waves (CTWs) [e.g., Allen, 1980; Chap-
man, 1987; Ramp et al., 1997]. CTWs have time scales
longer than the inertial period (between a few days and a
few weeks) and propagate with the coast on the right (left)
in the northern (southern) hemisphere. The CTWs are con-
sidered as a hybrid of barotropic continental shelf waves
(homogeneous ocean and shelf topography) [e.g., Robin-
son, 1964; Rhines, 1970] and internal Kelvin waves (strati-
fied ocean and no-bottom topography) [e.g., Fjeldstad,
1933; Charney, 1955]. The Burger number (B) distin-
guishes these two characteristics as the ratio of the (baro-
clinic) Rossby deformation radius (R ¼ NH=fc) to the
horizontal length scale under an assumption of finite H/L ;

B ¼ R

L

� �2

¼ NH

fcL

� �2

; ð1Þ
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where N, fc, H, and L denote the buoyancy frequency, Cori-
olis frequency, the thermocline depth, and the width of the
continental shelf, respectively. In weak stratification
(B! 0), the propagating signals resemble barotropic shelf
waves, and they are similar to internal Kelvin wave-like
signals under strong stratification (B!1) [e.g., Wang
and Mooers, 1976; Clarke, 1977; Brink, 1991]. Moreover,
CTWs are influenced by changes in the waveguide due to
varying stratification and bathymetry during propagation,
for instance, reflection and scattering under nonadiabatic
circumstances [e.g., Miles, 1972; Wilkin and Chapman,
1990].

[4] In the California Current System (CCS), the pole-
ward currents have been identified through numerous
observations (Table 1), and they are named differently
depending on the variability of the California Undercurrent
(CUC). The CUC is observed to flow persistently poleward
over and along the continental shelf [e.g., Sverdrup et al.,
1942; Reid and Schwartzlose, 1962; Lynn and Simpson,
1987]. The coastal (inshore) countercurrent represents the

surfacing of the CUC over the shelf as a result of upwelling
or positive wind stress curl [e.g., Huyer et al., 1989; Ramp,
1989]. During winter (October to February) the surface-
intensified poleward current is referred to as the Davidson
Current [e.g., Reid and Schwartzlose, 1962; McCreary
et al., 1987; Marchesiello et al., 2003]. The poleward cur-
rents in the upper and inshore portion of the CCS have
been observed as currents coherent with the demise or re-
versal of upwelling-favorable winds [e.g., Chelton et al.,
1988; Kosro, 2002] and year-round currents (or surface
jets) regardless of coastal wind conditions [e.g., Steger
et al., 2000; Garfield et al., 2001; Kosro, 2005]. Turbulent
processes, related to barotropic and baroclinic instability,
such as fronts, jets, and submesoscale eddies in this region
are attributed to (1) the instability of shear flows associated
with poleward currents near the coast and equatorward Cal-
ifornia currents offshore and (2) horizontal density gradient
[e.g., Lynn and Simpson, 1987; Hickey, 1998; Marche-
siello et al., 2003]. Moreover, poleward subsurface cur-
rents, possibly the CUC, have been described as either a

Table 1. Chronological Observations of Poleward Currents on the USWC, presented with their Magnitudes (juj, cm s �1), Propagation
Speeds (Cu, km d�1) (for Three Modes if Applicable) and Periods (T, days), Study Periods and Areas, and Applied Analysesa

Observations juj Cu T Study Period Study Area Analysis

Halliwell and Allen [1984] 325 CODE-1,-2 USWC (32�N–48�N) TSA/EOF

Battisti and Hickey [1984]

500 Jul 1972 to Sep 1972
1600 Jan 1977 to Mar 1977 OR, WA (43�N–48�N) LCTWM/TSA
900 Aug 1978 to Oct 1978

Spillane et al. [1987] 150–200 50 Apr 1971 to Apr 1975 E. Pacific (12�S–54�N) TSA

Denbo and Allen [1987] 302–518 CODE-1,-2 USWC (32�N–48�N) EOF

Wichham et al. [1987] 10–15 Jun 1978 to Jun 1980 C. CA (35.5�N–36�N) TSA

Chapman [1987]

294–320 (1st)
LCTWM143–160 (2nd) CODE-1,-2 CODE region (38.5�N)

83–90 (3rd)

Chelton et al. [1988] 10–20
151–177

(possibly 2nd) Mar 1984 to Aug 1984 C. CA (34.5�N–37.5�N) MR

Davis and Bogden [1989] 151–237 CODE-1,-2 CODE region (38.5�N) EOF

Ramp et al. [1997]

302 (1st)
20–40 140 (2nd) 29 May 1989 to Apr 1991 C. CA (34.6�N–38�N) LCTWM

64 (3rd)

Auad and Hendershott [1997] 70 (possibly 3rd) 13.6 Jan 1984 to Jun 1984 S. CA (33.5�N–34.7�N) EOF/TSA

Pierce et al. [2000]
10–20

Jul 1995 to Aug 1995
N. Pacific (33�N–51�N)/NMFS TSA

Agostini et al. [2006] Jul 1998 to Aug 1998

Kosro [2002] 30–50 186 Apr 1997 to Aug 1999 CA and Oregon (32�N–45�N) TSA

Hickey et al. [2003] 121–225 Feb 1998 to Sep 1998 S. CA (33.5�N–34.3�N) TSA

Lavin et al. [2006] 15–30 Jun 2003, Jun 2005 SW. Mexico (17�N–23�N) TSA

Davis et al. [2008] 5–15 CalCOFI (2005–2006) Lines 80, 90, and 93 (30�N–35�N) TSA

Gay and Chereskin [2009] 5–10 CalCOFI (1993–2003) Lines 77–93 (29�N–35�N) TSA

aSeveral analysis techniques are applied—a linear CTW model (LCTWM) [e.g., Brink and Chapman, 1987; Brink, 1990], empirical orthogonal func-
tion (EOF), multivariate regression (MR), and time series analysis (TSA) [e.g., Emery and Thomson, 1997]. CODE-1 and CODE-2 indicate the upwelling
season (April to July) of 1981 and 1982. California Cooperative Oceanic Fisheries Investigations (CalCOFI) cruises have been conducted quarterly (Janu-
ary, April, July, and November). The regional acronyms of CA, OR, and WA denote California, Oregon, and Washington, respectively. Northern (N),
southern (S), eastern (E), central (C), and southwestern (SW) areas are denoted with their acronyms.
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spatially continuous surface jet over a long distance (from
California to Oregon) or as mesoscale eddies and jets [e.g.,
Collins et al., 1996; Garfield et al., 1999; Pierce et al.,
2000].

[5] Potential causes of both poleward (propagating) cur-
rents and CTWs include: alongshore atmospheric pressure
setup, including upwelling-favorable winds and their relaxa-
tion or reversal [e.g., Kosro, 1987; Largier et al., 1993],
positive wind stress curl with Sverdrup balance [e.g.,
McCreary et al., 1987; Bray et al., 1999], eddy vorticity
fluxes [e.g., Marchesiello et al., 2003], alongshore density
gradient coupled with bathymetry [e.g., Pringle and Dever,
2009], Kelvin wave reflection at the eastern boundary and
its propagation along the coast [e.g., Clarke, 1983, 1982],
enhanced poleward currents during El Nino–Southern Oscil-
lation (ENSO) [e.g., Smith, 1983; Huyer and Smith, 1985;
Kosro, 2002], and storm surge due to tropical cyclone [e.g.,
Fandry et al., 1984; Tang and Grimshaw, 1995].

[6] As a consequence of sparse in situ observations and
overly idealized numerical models, many key questions
and issues remain understating the role of CTWs in the
coastal ocean dynamics and their effects on nearshore eco-
systems. For example, how do the propagating low-
frequency current fluctuations caused by CTWs modulate
delivery of biogenic particles and other subsidies to near-
shore habitats such as kelp forests? What fraction of the
CTW energy flux does propagate northward around capes
and headlands like Point Conception and Cape Mendo-
cino? What role do CTWs and other propagating current
features play in transmitting climate signals to shelves of
the CCS and other eastern boundary current upwelling sys-
tems? In order to answer those questions and to resolve
synoptic-scale propagating features, the long-term in situ
observations over the continental slope, with adequate spa-
tial resolution, are required.

[7] This paper investigates the alongshore variability of
surface currents in terms of poleward and equatorward
propagating signals using statistical analysis and compares
the observed phase speeds of poleward signals with the
results from a linear two-dimensional CTW model. As the
winter storm events off the USWC tend to have equator-
ward propagating footprints (e.g., section 2.2 and Figure
2a), any poleward signals may not be detectable around
these periods. Thus, a statistical regression using coastal
winds at National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) buoys and
surface currents is applied to isolate the wind-coherent and
wind-incoherent features and to accentuate the poleward
signals year round (section 3). The phase speeds of pole-
ward propagating signals estimated from the linear CTW
model and their geophysical conditions are presented (sec-
tion 4). The final comments on poleward propagating sig-
nals and their implications are presented in section 5.

2. Summary of Observations

[8] All observations in this paper are based on hourly
records, and their subinertial time series are generated by
averaging these records with nonoverlapped 24 h windows.

2.1. Surface Currents

[9] An array of 61 shore-based HFRs on the USWC has
been developed with collaborative efforts among multiple

institutions and universities under three regional coastal
ocean observing programs as part of the NOAA-funded
Integrated Ocean Observing System (SCCOOS, CeN-
COOS, and NANOOS; see Acknowledgment for more
details). The surface currents and relevant kinematic and
dynamic quantities are estimated on equally spaced grid
points (6 km resolution) using optimal interpolation [e.g.,
Kim et al., 2008; Kim, 2010]. The surface currents along
the USWC are characterized by variance in the low-
frequency band (j�j � 0.4 cycles per day (cpd)), enhanced
variance centered at diurnal and semidiurnal tidal frequen-
cies (K1, M2, and S2), variance due to the diurnal wind and
its harmonics, and the local inertial frequency
(fc ¼ 1:06�1.49 cpd for 32�N–48�N) [e.g., Kim et al.,
2011].

[10] In order to present the alongshore surface currents
effectively, we defined a coastline-following axis at an off-
shore distance of 15–20 km using a spline curve fit on grid
points with a 20 km resolution [e.g., Kim et al., 2011]. This
distance is chosen so that the axis passes through the Santa
Barbara Channel (SBC) and the San Pedro Channel off
southern California (Figure 1) and because the poleward
flow is expected to exist within the first baroclinic Rossby
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Figure 1. Surface current observations along the USWC
have been conducted with 61 HFRs by multiple institutions
and universities. The blue and orange curves denote the
coastline axis and the effective spatial coverage of the
USWC HFRs. The USWC is divided into four coastal
regions with the same size for detailed spatial maps: (a)
southern Washington and Oregon, (b) southern Oregon and
northern California, (c) central California, and (d) southern
California. For regional reference, the locations of some
coastal regions along the USWC are denoted by abbrevi-
ated two letter names: San Diego (SD), Long Beach (LB),
Santa Monica (SM), San Buenaventura (VT), Santa Bar-
bara (SB), Port San Luis (SL), Ragged Point (RP), Monte-
rey Bay (MB), San Francisco (SF), Point Reyes (PR), Point
Arena (PA), Shelter Cove (SC), Trinidad (TN), Crescent
City (CC), Cape Blanco (CB), Winchester Bay (WB),
Newport (NP), and Loomis Lake (LL).
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deformation radius in a range of 15–30 km (32–48�N) [e.g.,
Stammer, 1997; Chelton et al., 1998; Huyer, 1990] (see sec-
tions 3.1 and 4). In this paper, the surface currents along this
coastline axis are computed from local averaging of surface
currents within a 10 km radius of individual grid points on
the axis. The alongshore and cross-shore current components
of surface currents are defined as the parallel and normal
components to the coastline axis, respectively. However, the
wind transfer functions and response functions are estimated
without any rotation of either winds or surface currents in
order to use a consistent directional convention and to avoid
ambiguity between veering angle and phase (section 3.2).
The USWC is divided into four subregions of similar size to
show detailed surface current maps (e.g., Figure 7): southern
Washington and Oregon (region a), southern Oregon and
northern California (region b), central California (region c),
and southern California (region d).

2.2. Coastal Surface Winds and Sea Surface Heights

[11] The coastal surface winds observed at 14 NDBC
buoys and the atmospherically adjusted [e.g., Agnew,
1986; Wunsch and Stammer, 1997] hourly sea surface
heights (SSHs; �) recorded relative to the North American
Vertical Datum (NAVD) at 14 tide gauges for 2 years
(2007 and 2008) are used to examine the relevant along-
shore variability and propagating signals (Figure 1). If
wind and SSH data have sparse temporal data availability
and show inconsistency with data at other stations, they are
excluded. In a similar way, the shore-based wind observa-
tions from the Coastal Marine Automated Network (C-
MAN), National Estuarine Research Reserve System
(NERRS), and Coastal Data Information Program (CDIP)
are not used because the regional influence imposed on the
data and the inconsistency in the large scale variability are
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Figure 2. Time series of the anomalies of (a) subinertial alongshore winds at NDBC buoys and (b) sub-
inertial detided sea surface heights at tide gauges off the USWC. Anomaly indicates the deviation from 2
year mean. The horizontal gray line is the reference of each time series after subtracting the 2 year mean.
The poleward and equatorward propagating signals are highlighted with red and blue lines, respectively.
The wind data are gap filled using the sample covariance matrix of 14 NDBC wind buoys off the USWC
for 14 year records (1995–2008), indicated as green curves. The ordinate is scaled by the distance along
the coast. For regional reference, the locations of NDBC buoys and tide gauges on the USWC are
denoted by abbreviated two letter names: San Clemente (SC), Santa Monica (SM), East Santa Barbara
(ES), West Santa Barbara (WS), Santa Maria (SR), San Martin (ST), Monterey Bay (MO), San Francisco
(SF), Bodega Bay (BB), Point Arena (PA), Eel River (ER), Saint George (SG), Stonewall Bank (SB),
and Cape Elizabeth (CE), respectively, San Diego (SD), La Jolla (LJ), Los Angeles (LA), Santa Monica
(SM), Oil Platform Harvest (OP), Port San Luis (PS), Monterey (MO), Point Reyes (PR), Arena Cove
(AC), North Spit (NS), Crescent City (CC), Cape Blanco (CB), Charleston (CH), South Beach (SB), and
Neah Bay (NB). The first day of each month is labeled.
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not appropriate for this analysis. The basic statistics of
coastal winds and SSHs are also described elsewhere [e.g.,
Dorman and Winant, 1995; Garc�ıa-Reyes and Largier,
2010].

[12] The time series of subinertial alongshore surface
winds and detided sea surface heights (SSH anomalies;
SSHAs) for 2 years (2007 and 2008) are shown in Figure 2.
The alongshore wind is defined as the component parallel
to the principal axis of the subinertial wind instead of the
local slope of the shoreline because the principal axis cap-
tures the directional preference of subinertial variability
better and the local slope of the shoreline may have a bias
in the estimate. Poleward and equatorward propagating sig-
nals are highlighted with red and blue lines, respectively.
Although propagating features in both time series are not
always coherent, they typically appear in summer (pole-
ward) and winter-spring (equatorward) with time intervals
of 10–30 days between propagating events and durations of
5–10 days in a single event. Those periods are related in
part to the well-known seasonal variability off the USWC,
which include upwelling-favorable winds in spring, their
relaxation in summer/fall, and winter storms initiated from
the northern end of the west coast region. The order of
phase speeds of equatorward and poleward signals are
O(100) and O(100–1000) km d �1, respectively.

[13] The wind in the coastal region is characterized by a
combination of large scale, subdiurnal winds, and local di-
urnal land/sea breezes. The alongshore wind is considered
to be more effective driving force in subinertial coastal cir-
culation than the cross-shore wind [e.g., Csanady, 1982;
Brink et al., 1987]. The subdiurnal wind on the USWC con-
tains 50%–80% of the total variance, and the diurnal wind
and its harmonics account for 10%–25% of the total var-
iance. The variance of the diurnal wind can be inversely
correlated with the distance from the coast [e.g., Brink and
Muench, 1986]. Although Chapman [1987] applied a scale
factor (�1.35) between the coastal wind at the shore station
and offshore wind at the buoy, the scale factor is not used
in this analysis because the subdiurnal winds are dominant
contributors in variance and they have the spatial consis-
tency in the amount of variance.

[14] The wind regression on the surface currents (section
3) can be sensitive to the data quality (e.g., fraction of miss-
ing observations) and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the
data (e.g., the variance ratio of alongshore wind and cross-
shore wind). Thus, wind data are gap filled using the sam-
ple covariance matrix of 14 NDBC wind buoys off the
USWC for 14 year records (1995–2008), and they are con-
verted into wind stress using the drag coefficient formula-
tion described in Yelland and Taylor [1996]. The only gap-
filled time series are presented as green curves in Figure 2a.
On the other hand, surface currents are not gap filled
because a statistically stable sample covariance matrix can
not be constructed from available surface current observa-
tions due to missing data in northern California for about 1
year (e.g., regions between PA and CC in Figure 4a).

2.3. Bathymetry

[15] The bathymetric data (ETOPO2v2), with a 2 min
grid resolution, is provided by National Geophysical Data
Center (NGDC) [National Geophysical Data Center,
2006]. A coast-following bathymetry on the USWC is

derived from local depth profiles on the offshore lines nor-
mal to the coastline axis from the coast to 120 km offshore
(Figure 3a). For an appropriate presentation of bathymetry,
the aspect ratio of Figure 3a was modified (the actual aspect
ratio is 0.12). A thick contour indicates 200 m water depth
as a typical continental shelf boundary. The representation
of islands becomes somewhat distorted; islands are larger
or smaller, depending on whether the local coastline is con-
cave or convex, respectively. The variation of bottom to-
pography in the alongshore direction (e.g., the width of
continental shelf) can cause the propagating waves and sig-
nals to scatter and reflect [e.g., Webster, 1987; Wilkin and
Chapman, 1990]. Figure 3b showed the alongshore distri-
bution of phase speeds estimated from a linear two-
dimensional CTW model, discussed in section 4.

3. Statistical Model

[16] Coastal surface currents are considered as mixed
responses to oceanographic and meteorological forces
(e.g., surface tides, winds, alongshore pressure gradients)
and their nonlinear interactions. The driving forces can
comprise several component(s) depending on the study
area [e.g., Kim et al., 2010a]. Their decomposition, based
on relevant forcing mechanisms, enables us to understand
the physical characteristics of individual current
components.

[17] In this analysis, (total) surface currents (u) are
decomposed into purely tide coherent (uT) and detided sur-
face currents (uF) by removing components at tidal constit-
uents frequencies using a least-squares fit. Then, the locally
wind-coherent currents (uW) are extracted from the detided
surface currents (uF), using the wind response function, to
accentuate the propagating features. The wind regression in
the time domain, equivalent to the transfer function analy-
sis in the frequency domain, isolates the wind-coherent
components [e.g., Kim et al., 2009a]. Finally, the residual
surface currents (uR) include wind incoherent, baroclinic
tidal and nonlinearly modulated tidal components, and
intermittent and persistent eddies:

u ¼ uT þ uF ¼ uT þ uW þ uR: ð2Þ

[18] In a similar way as shown in section 2, the subiner-
tial time series of individual components (e.g., uW and uR)
are computed by averages using nonoverlapped 24 h time
windows.

3.1. Detided Surface Currents

[19] A time-alongcoast plot of subinertial alongshore
surface currents (uF) for 2 years is shown in Figure 4a. The
data show the poleward signals on the USWC with phase
speeds of O(10) and O(100–300) km d �1 and the distinct
seasonal transitions between April and June of the year due
to upwelling-favorable winds and their relaxation (Figure
4a). The propagation features with slower (higher mode)
phase speed (O(10) km d�1) are partly observed in the
southern California region (from SD to SB). As higher-
mode CTWs can be more sensitive to bathymetric changes
and coastline curvature than lower-mode ones, they are
more likely to be reflected and scattered near Point Concep-
tion, California. On the other hand, the poleward
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propagating signals in the slower mode can be considered
as alongshore advective processes [e.g., Auad et al., 2011]
or pressure-driven flows [e.g., Gan and Allen, 2002; Wash-
burn et al., 2011] based on the order of magnitude of phase
speeds. The poleward propagating features are also identi-
fied beyond Point Conception, i.e., Oregon and Washing-
ton, during fall and winter. These spatially extended events
may be associated with the strength of seasonal spring and
fall transitions or advective processes. However, the time
scales of the CTWs’ generation and propagation may not
support the spatial extent [e.g., Brink et al., 1984]. In addi-
tion, the timing of poleward propagation of detided subi-
nertial SSHAs does not always match the timing of
poleward surface currents (Figure 2b).

[20] The wavenumber-frequency domain power spec-
trum of subinertial alongshore surface currents (uF) shows

a limited dispersion relationship within less than 250 km
wavelength and 2.5 days period as a tilted lump of var-
iance, nearly matched with a range of 100–300 km d �1

phase speed (Figure 5a). Monte Carlo simulations were
performed to estimate the statistical significance of the
power spectrum [e.g., Ebisuzaki, 1997] as follows. The
model data are generated to have the same correlation at
zero time lag and the same variance as observations. Then,
arguments of the model data are randomized, i.e., a product
of a unit random complex number, then inverse Fourier
transformed. Thus, the model times series have the same
correlation and variance as the original time series, but do
not contain the propagating features. The two-dimensional
power spectrum of the model time series can be used to
define the level of significance (Figure 5d). The dominant
variance in the spectra of decomposed alongshore surface
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cates the first mode phase speed when the CTW propagates outside of the SBC.
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Figure 4. Time-alongcoast diagram of subinertial alongshore component (cm s �1) of (a) detided sur-
face currents (uF), (b) locally wind-coherent surface currents (uW), and (c) residual surface currents
(uR). See Figure 1 for the abbreviated name of coastal regions. Positive currents are poleward and equa-
torward currents are negative. The vertical axis corresponds to the coast from San Diego to South Beach
in Figure 2. Black lines indicate phase speeds of 10 (A), 100 (B), and 300 (C) km d �1. The first day of
each month is labeled. Figure 4a is adapted from Kim et al. [2011].
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currents (uF, uW, and uR) is above the significant level over
much of the frequency-wavenumber domain (Figures 5a–
5c, respectively, compared to Figure 5d).

[21] The time-lagged and spatial-lagged cross correla-
tions [e.g., Denbo and Allen, 1987] of subinertial along-
shore surface currents (uF) at a reference location with
other regions on the USWC are considered (Figure 6). The
time-lag correlation has a major peak and several minor
peaks. The adjacent major peaks show a phase speed of
100–300 km d �1. The minor peaks found in the southern
California and Oregon areas correspond to a slow phase
speed of 10–50 km d �1. As described earlier, the slow
phase speed can be attributed to either alongshore advec-

tion or buoyancy-driven alongshore flows considering the
order of magnitude of phase speeds and the areas where
minor peaks were found. However, the spread peak of cor-
relations off Oregon may require an additional analysis in
order to confirm the propagating signals in the higher
mode.

[22] Figure 7 is a composite mean of surface current
fields when and where poleward propagating features were
identified in Figure 4a. Specifically, the poleward events
were determined when (1) they appear continuously in time
and space throughout the entire domain from San Diego to
southern Washington and (2) their phase speeds are in the
range of 100–300 km d �1. Then, their alongshore
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Figure 5. Two-dimensional power spectrum (m2 s �2 cpd �1 km ) of (a) detided surface currents (uF),
(b) locally wind-coherent surface currents (uW), (c) residual surface currents (uR), and (d) model surface
currents simulated using Monte-Carlo method. All are plotted in log scale (log 10). Black lines indicate
phase speeds of 10 (A), 100 (B), and 300 (C) km d �1.
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locations and time windows, considering the center of each
event and its duration, are used to make a composite mean
of surface current maps. This conditionally averaged sur-
face current map shows the path of poleward propagating
surface currents which appear within 30–130 km from the
shoreline, shown in Figure 1 as four parts. The positive and
negative values indicate the component of poleward and
equatorward currents, given by the dot product of unit vec-
tors of both surface currents and coastline axis. This com-
posite mean suggests three regions in the cross-shore
direction, embedded in the California Current surface cir-
culation: an offshore oceanic regime (d > 90 km; d is the
distance from the shoreline), a coastal regime (d � 40 km),
and a transition zone (40 � d < 90 km) [e.g., Kosro et al.,
1991; Kosro, 2005]. The barotropic and baroclinic instabil-

ity due to the shear flow and horizontal density gradient in
this transition zone are thought to generate turbulent proc-
esses including submesoscale eddies on the USWC.

3.2. Wind-Coherent Surface Currents

[23] Since wind regression using the observed wind and
surface currents has been addressed extensively elsewhere
[e.g., Kim et al., 2009a, 2010b], we briefly describe the pre-
processing of observed data and provide an overview of the
wind-driven current response.

[24] As discussed in Kim et al. [2010b], the frequency-
domain transfer function and time-domain response func-
tion are complementary except for treatment of missing
data. The frequency-domain transfer function is computed
from a linear regression of Fourier coefficients of the time
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Figure 6. The time-lag and spatial-lag correlations of subinertial alongshore detided surface currents (uF)
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series divided into the same record length. If each segment
does not have enough concurrent observations, that seg-
ment of data is disregarded. On the other hand, the time-
domain transfer function is computed from the time-lagged
wind stress and surface currents. Although the time-domain
analysis can make most use of observations, the computa-
tional expense for lagged covariance is higher than
frequency-domain analysis.

[25] Due to lack of concurrent observations of winds and
surface currents between PA and CC, the transfer functions
and wind skill in the frequency domain and the time-
lagged/spatial-lagged correlations were not estimated (Fig-
ures 8 and 9). However, using multiple wind basis func-
tions (discussed below), the impulse response function in
the time domain and wind-coherent surface currents could
be estimated in this area (Figure 4b).
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[26] Coastal winds are sparsely sampled in space relative
to the spatial density of HFR surface currents, so a single
wind time series, measured at a wind buoy, is paired with
surface current measurements from a nearby location [e.g.,
Kaplan et al., 2005]. Since there is no alongshore interpola-
tion of the wind field, the estimated transfer function can
be segmented or appear discontinued.

[27] In estimating the wind impulse response function in
the time domain, effective wind forcing is considered as the
wind stress for 6 days prior to the surface current observa-
tion. Based on several similar wind response function analy-
ses off the USWC, the near-inertial fluctuations decay
effectively within 6 days [e.g., Kim et al., 2009a, 2011; Kim
and Kosro, 2013]. The impulse response function can be
interpreted as the temporal amplitudes of surface currents
when the delta function wind stress is applied [Kim and
Kosro, 2013]. On the other hand, they are the regression
coefficients of time-lagged wind stress time series. In this
paper, the basis functions in the wind regression are consid-
ered as the wind data in two cases such as (1) at a single
wind buoy nearest where HFR surface currents are sampled
and (2) at all available wind buoys off the USWC. The wind
skill (�2), or the fraction of variance of surface currents
explained by the coastal surface winds, is determined using
these two different cases. Both cases show an increase in
proportion to local wind forcing with a range of 0.2–0.5
from southern California to Oregon and Washington (Figure
8). The fluctuation of the wind skill partly results from the
segmented response function [e.g., Kim et al., 2011].

[28] In the regression using multiple basis functions, the
response function is computed with modified expectation

maximization by applying a penalty to the error covariance
matrix corresponding to the missing predictor [e.g.,
Kim, 2013]. However, the contribution of each basis func-
tion can be ambiguous without orthogonalization of basis
functions. The contribution of near-inertial variance to the
total wind skill is less than about 20% of the total variance
depending on regional locations. Most of the wind skill is
from variance at low frequency (� � 0:4 cpd) (Figure 8b).
When we compare the alongshore distribution of wind
skills estimated in three different frequency bands
(� � 0:4, � � 1, and � � 3 cpd), the wind skill at low fre-
quency in Oregon is more significantly reduced than the
ones in southern and central California because the contri-
bution of near-inertial variance off Oregon is dominant
[e.g., Kim and Kosro, 2013].

3.3. Residual Surface Currents

[29] The residual surface currents (uR) highlight the
poleward propagating signals in southern and central Cali-
fornia, otherwise buried by the responses to upwelling-
favorable (equatorward) winds (Figure 4c). These signals
can be considered as remotely forced wind responses in
spite of the fact that they are accompanied by some amount
of noise [e.g., Davis and Bogden, 1989]. The two-
dimensional power spectrum shows a broad dispersion rela-
tionship between phase speeds of O(10) and O(100)
km d �1 (Figure 5c). Moreover, the time-lagged and
spatial-lagged cross correlations of alongshore residual sur-
face currents (uR) show weak yet visible propagating fea-
tures compared with those of detided surface currents (uF)
(Figure 9).

4. Linearized CTW Model

[30] A two-dimensional linearized CTW model [Clarke
and Brink, 1985; Brink, 1982] provides the modal charac-
teristics that capture the physical behaviors of CTWs. The
linear CTW model was initially formulated as a two-
dimensional eigenvalue problem under both the Boussinesq
approximation and long-wave limit [e.g., Gill and Schu-
mann, 1974]. It was subsequently improved with the imple-
mentation of a constraint of energy conservation [Brink,
1989] and frictional damping [Brink, 1990, 2006].

4.1. Formulation

[31] The linearized momentum equations with free
surface, stratification [N 2 ¼ N 2 zð Þ], and topography
[h ¼ h zð Þ] are taken into account. The depth profiles nor-
mal to the coastline axis (Figure 3a) and an assumed buoy-
ancy frequency profile are used as inputs of the model. As
we assume that stratification in the upper layer has a similar
shape, the vertical coordinate below the thermocline is
stretched in terms of the local depth. Each run is made at
every 20 km on the USWC (Figure 3b). Although this
piecewise analysis can violate both assumptions of the long
wave and straight coastline, the effects of bottom topogra-
phy can be shown in the distribution of the phase speed in
the alongshore direction. Based on repeated experiments
with varying stratifications and bathymetry, the model
results appear to be more sensitive to the shape of bottom
bathymetry (e.g., width of the continental shelf) than to
stratification. Thus, the phase speed estimates in Figure 3b
may be weakly influenced by the assumed stratification.
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4.2. Phase Speeds

[32] A typical phase speed of the first mode CTW in the
subinertial frequency band on the USWC is in a range of
250–350 km d �1. The phase speed is presented as a circle
(or crosses) and an errorbar with approximately 200 km
long (Figure 3b). The circle and cross indicate the phase
speed of two possible scenarios, corresponding to whether
CTWs pass inside or outside of the SBC, respectively.
CTWs are decelerated and accelerated in several coastal
regions, which may result from the influence of bottom to-
pography: 150–180 km d �1 in the SBC, 220–300 km d �1

between Point Reyes (PR) and Shelter Cove (SC), and 70–
150 km d �1 between Winchester Bay (43.66�N) and New-

port (44.67�N) off Oregon. As the solution for a specific
mode may not be guaranteed for the given inputs (e.g., tar-
geting frequency, alongshore wavenumber, bathymetry,
and stratification), there is a possibility that the desired
modal solution (e.g., first mode here) can be skipped. For
instance, the cross-shore structures (bottom bathymetry) off
Point Arena and Newport are similar but the phase speeds
are quite different. Thus, the estimates with slow phase
speeds at the first mode require a careful interpretation.

[33] Based on the model results for the USWC, the CTW
with about 300 km d �1 phase speed are associated with
the sea level elevation of �10 cm and the alongshore cur-
rents of 20–30 cm s �1. The phase speeds acquired from
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several historical observations (Table 1) are indicated as
boxes in Figure 3b, consistent and comparable with both
observed poleward surface currents and model results.

[34] In addition, the coastal waves can be classified as ei-
ther offshore propagating baroclinic Rossby waves or pole-
ward propagating internal Kelvin waves, depending on
their frequency and phase speed [e.g., Grimshaw and Allen,
1988; Clarke and Shi, 1991]. Thus, the observed poleward
propagating signals in the paper satisfy the coastal trapping
conditions off the USWC, for instance, both phase speeds
of O(10) and O(100–300) km d �1 and time intervals
between events of 10–30 days.

4.3. Limitations

[35] One assumption of the CTW model is that the
alongshore variation of bottom topography (@h=@l) is neg-
ligible compared to its cross-shore gradient (@h=@n) :

@h

@l
� @h

@n
: ð3Þ

[36] However, unless the topography is self similar, i.e.,
constant ratio of distance from isobaths to the coast, the
incident waves will be scattered into other mode waves
[e.g., Davis, 1983; Wilkin and Chapman, 1987, 1990],
which might cause significant phase differences over a
short distance.

[37] There are a number of regions where such limita-
tions may apply to the two-dimensional model (e.g.,
northern California and Oregon) [Battisti and Clarke,
1982]. In addition, the dispersive effects may generate
slower phase speeds than those estimated under the long-
wave limit.

[38] Both amplitude and phase speed of CTWs are not
easy to quantify because the density structure and bottom
topography vary in space and time along the propagation
path and these variations may cause the modal structure of
the CTWs to vary [e.g., Chelton and Enfield, 1986].
However, the CTW model in this analysis is used primarily
to estimate the phase speeds for given bottom bathymetry
and stratification and thus to indicate that the observed
poleward signals are consistent with the CTW theory.

5. Summary

5.1. Conclusions

[39] The subinertial alongshore surface currents
observed from the coastal HFR network on the USWC
show the poleward propagating signals with two phase
speeds of O(10) and O(100–300) km d �1, consistent with
historical in situ observations within the domain. These
poleward propagating features can be considered as coast-
ally trapped waves (CTWs) — a hybrid of the barotropic
continental shelf waves and internal Kelvin waves. Particu-
larly, the propagating signals in the slow mode, partly
observed in southern California, can be related to a discon-
tinued propagation of higher-mode CTWs due to scattering
and reflection at near Point Conception. On the other hand,
based on the order of the slow-mode phase speed, the
observed poleward signals can be attributed to the along-
shore advection or pressure-driven flows.

[40] Surface tide-coherent and local wind-coherent sur-
face currents are isolated with harmonic analysis using
the least squares fit and wind regression analysis using
the data-derived wind response function. The proportion
of surface current variance explained by winds varies in
a range of 0.2 (southern California) to 0.5 (Oregon). The
wind regression using a single basis and multiple basis
functions enables us to isolate the surface current
responses to locally and remotely forced winds, respec-
tively. Moreover, the residual surface currents, separated
footprints of the equatorward propagating storm events in
winter off the USWC, still exhibit the poleward propagat-
ing signals year round.

5.2. Discussion

[41] The wind transfer function and response function
can be interpreted as a parameterization of environmental
variables using regression analysis. In particular, as the
regression of vector quantities can have directional depend-
ence, i.e., anisotropy, the transfer function and response
function can be estimated in isotropic and anisotropic ways
[e.g., Kim et al., 2009a]. Moreover, as the variance of two
wind components (e.g., cross-shore and alongshore winds)
significantly differs, the wind regression analysis may gen-
erate a biased estimate, which can be amended with the
prior information. In this paper, the isotropic response func-
tion is computed from the NDBC wind buoys and HFR-
derived surface current off the USWC. The prior was cho-
sen as the value to minimize the noise of wind observations
[e.g., Kim et al., 2010a].

[42] A similar wind regression analysis was conducted
with coastal winds at NDBC buoys and SSHs at tide gauges
off the USWC [e.g., Kim, 2013]. Both wind-coherent and
wind-incoherent SSHs have poleward propagating features,
which can be considered as local and remotely forced SSH
responses, respectively. Although the wind skill associated
with SSHs is approximately 20% higher than the wind skill
associated with surface currents, the trend of increased
skills at higher latitude is consistent between SSHs and sur-
face currents.

[43] As for the slow-mode propagating signals, three
possible mechanisms were proposed such as scattered
higher-mode CTWs, alongshore advection, and pressure-
driven flows. Since residual surface currents, incoherent
with local wind stress, contain the poleward propagating
features year round, the observed signals in this paper can
be explained by local and remote wind forcing and possibly
local pressure-driven currents. The potential research to
delineate those mixed driving forces and responses and to
quantify the energy dissipation during propagation can be
addressed with an adjoint method using mesoscale data-
assimilated model.

5.3. Implications

[44] As described earlier, the poleward propagating sig-
nals in surface current observations appear with time inter-
vals of 10–30 days between propagating events and
durations of 5–10 days in a single event. In these time
scales, the poleward signals will play a primary role to
transport larvae, biogenic particles, and pollutants in the
alongshore direction and to yield their settlement. More-
over, the transport of heat flux associated with alongshore
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currents will deliver climate signals. Based on the wind
regression analysis, the operational local and remote wind
observations can be used as a predictor of the alongshore
signals for some degree.

[45] The shear currents and density gradient associated
with poleward currents near the coast and equatorward Cali-
fornia currents offshore can generate eddies through the baro-
tropic and baroclinic instability. The variability of mesoscale
and submesoscale eddies may be related to the strength of
poleward currents, which represents a topic for future
research. Moreover, seasonal eddy generation can be consid-
ered as an influence of poleward currents—less in spring and
more in winter and fall [e.g., Kim et al., 2011].

[46] The poleward currents in southern California appear
near the coast along with a quasi-permanent counterclock-
wise circulation even during the period of strong upwelling-
favorable (equatorward) winds [e.g., Chelton, 1984], which
results partly from the alongshore pressure gradient and posi-
tive wind stress curl [e.g., Hickey and Pola, 1983; McCreary
et al., 1987; Bray et al., 1999]. Moreover, inshore poleward
currents developed in late summer have been reported in
observations of shipboard ADCP and altimetry [e.g., Lynn
and Simpson, 1987; Strub and James, 2000]. Those flows are
also important for the retention of waterborne materials
including nutrients, plankton, larvae and pollutants [e.g.,
Wing et al., 1995; Kaplan et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2009b].
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